1. Churches traditionally marked the start of harvest at Lammas. But what did the ‘Lam’ of ‘Lammas’ originally refer to?
   **Answer:** Loaf

2. Which endangered animal has been given recycled tennis ball homes, using the balls from Wimbledon?
   **Answer:** Field Mice

3. ‘For whatever a man sows, this he will also reap’ - which book of the Bible is this from?
   **Answer:** Galatians (6:7)

4. Which famous BBC radio drama has an agricultural story editor?
   **Answer:** The Archers

5. What Celtic feast day inspired modern Halloween?
   **Answer:** Samhain

6. How much food is wasted each year by consumers in wealthy countries (in tonnes)?
   **Answer:** 22 million tonnes

7. The Homowo festival in Ghana celebrates the harvest of which crop?
   **Answer:** Yams

8. Around the world, how many people go to bed hungry each night?
   **Answer:** 1 in 7

9. Who painted the famous picture ‘The Gleaners’ featuring women in rural poverty in France collecting stray stalks of wheat?
   **Answer:** Jean Francois Millet

10. Staymans Winesap, King David & Roxbury, are all types of which fruit?
    **Answer:** Apples

11. In the Bible, why were the Israelites told not to gather the gleanings of the harvest?
    **Answer:** To provide for the poor

12. Flo Headlam, Bob Flowerdew, Sarah Raven and Clay Jones have all featured on which radio programme?
    **Answer:** Gardeners Question Time

13. ‘Harvest Moon’ was a popular hit for which famous singer?
    **Answer:** Neil Young

14. To celebrate the harvest in Mexico, what is decorated next to the Church?
    **Answer:** Trees

15. Is a Yam a fruit or a vegetable?
    **Answer:** Vegetable

16. The hymn ‘We plough the fields and scatter’ originates from which European country?
    **Answer:** Germany

17. What percentage of all the rice in the world is harvested in Asia?
    **Answer:** 90%

18. What is the more common name for the creature Micromys minutus?
    **Answer:** Harvest Mouse

19. The word ‘Cereal’ is derived from which Roman Goddess of the harvest?
    **Answer:** Cerces

20. Which is the only bread product which is boiled before it is baked?
    **Answer:** The bagel